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Correctly fitted stockings and shoes relax the body, give grace
and swing to the walk, and help give good posture.
Clothes which are becoming are suited to the person wearing
them.
Clothes for work and sports are built strong and sturdy.
Handkerchiefs, scarfs, belts, and ties and socks, although called
accessories, serve to make interesting changes in suits and dresses.
If a person enjoys bright colors, a good plan for him is to have
several matched sets of socks, ties, shirts, and so forth, instead of
many articles of different colors.
A mirror study of his figure and posture helps to show a person
how to accent his good points and play down less desirable fea-
tures in his figure.
It may cost one less rather than more to dress harmoniously, if
one sees an outfit as a picture and plans all details of it.
It is fun to shop with a plan for buying.
Intelligent selection and care of clothes go hand in hand.
An hour or two spent after school one day a week, or on Sat-
urday, in putting her clothes in tip-top wearing condition assures
a girl that her clothes are ready for the next week.
The girl who prides herself on always being well groomed can,
as a part of her weekly schedule, launder her undies and hosiery
and press her blouses, skirts, collars, and so forth.
Time, energy, and money are saved by using the right kind of
equipment, soaps, stain removers, and temperatures in washing
and ironing different fabrics and articles.
Stains should be removed and repairs made before household
articles and clothing are laundered.
A stitch in time on a snagged stocking is most important and
not time consuming.
Silk and woolen clothes, unless definitely specified as washable,
wear longer if they are dry cleaned. Cottons and linens are
cleaner if washed.
The garment that i$ cheapest is not always the best buy, as many
fabrics do not clean well.
A knowledge of fabrics and their fibers helps one to select,
wear, and care for his clothes with intelligence.
The clothes we wear are made of cotton, linen, silk, wool,
and seveia! new synthetic materials.

